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On NFU*

MARCEL CRABBE

Abstract We first describe a general method for building models of NFU,
i.e. 7VF with atoms, without the help of Ramsey's theorem. Then, we show
that NFU has essentially the same strength as NF without the axiom of ex-
tensionality. Further, we consider axioms stating that there is a set extension-
ally equivalent to every nonextensional object. By using a variant of the
technique of permutations, we prove the consistency of such axioms of weak
extensionality with the stratifiable axioms of comprehension. Finally, we
show that there is an axiom of weak extensionality that implies full extension-
ality.

Introduction The stratifiable axioms of comprehension form a system of set
theory called SF, for Stratified Foundations'. In this system, it is possible to deal
with various different objects which can contain, nevertheless, the same elements.
Such objects are said to be extensionally equivalent.

An object that is not extensionally equivalent to another one is called exten-
sional. The axiom of extensionality says that everything is extensional. Quine's
New Foundations, NF, is SFplus the axiom of extensionality. A nonextensional
object can be thought of as a concept, e.g. the concepts 'founder of NF9 and Au-
thor of Word and Object' are not identical, though their extension is the same
unit set. Accordingly, a set theory lacking full extensionality can be viewed as
a theory of concepts.

An axiom of weak extensionality states that only some objects are exten-
sional. The weak axiom of extensionality of NFU is the statement that the nonex-
tensional objects are all empty, i.e. Urelemente or empty concepts.

The problem of the consistency of NF is still left open, but the consistency
of NFU, thus of SF, was shown in [4] by Jensen (see also Boffa [1] and [2]). Al-
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though NFU seems to be, at first sight, nothing less than a "slight (?) modifica-
tion of NF" as Jensen called it, his result proved quite the opposite. This is
because it uses only elementary means, whereas, as is well known, higher-order
arithmetic is interpretable in NF. Jensen's idea is roughly the following: in the
form of a corollary of a result given by Specker [7], a model of NFU can be ob-
tained from a model of type theory with Urelemente, in which the levels are
somehow indiscernible. Taking this fact into account, one can use Ramsey's the-
orem in order to show that such a model can be constructed from any model of
TT.

Incidentally, it should be noted that NF was designed by Quine (see [5]) in
order to solve Russell's paradox, without imposing the draconian measures Rus-
sell took in introducing his theory of types. According to Quine's diagnosis, the
problem of the paradox lies in the fact that the defining formula of the paradox-
ical set is unstratifiable. Extensionality plays as little a role in the motivation be-
hind the proposal of NF as it does in the paradox itself. So the fact that SF is
consistent suffices to justify Quine's claim.

Amazingly, the addition of the axiom of extensionality to the axioms of com-
prehension of SF gives rise to an entirely new situation, because one becomes able
to disprove the axiom of choice (see Specker [6] and Crabbe [3]). The study of
NF is therefore a topic quite distinct from the one which concerns the solution
of the paradox stricto sensu.

After a few basic definitions, this paper is divided into two independent parts.
In the first one, we describe a general technique that enables one to obtain models
of SF (and of NFU) without invoking Ramsey's theorem. This requires a detour
via type theory and models.

In the second part, we will be concerned with first-order language and syn-
tax only. We first show that NFU has essentially the same strength as SF; by pro-
viding an interpretation of NFU in SF. Then, we shall consider axioms of weak
extensionality, stating that there is an object extensionally equivalent to every
non-extensional object: all concepts have the same extension. The axiom of ex-
tensionality of NFU is of this kind. We will use a variant of the familiar tech-
nique of permutations in order to prove the consistency of SF with such axioms
of weak extensionality. The final result is that there is an axiom of weak exten-
sionality that implies full extensionality.

SF, NFU, NF and TT £NF, the language of NF, is the same as the lan-
guage of SF (Stratifiable Foundations), NFU, and ZF, that is first-order pred-
icate calculus, with = and G.

To each variable x of the £NF, and each natural number /, we let correspond
a new variable x\ of type i. These new variables are the variables of the lan-
guage of type theory: £ττ. The formulas of £ττ are built up from atomic for-
mulas of the form x' e yi+ι and x' = y', as usual.

If σ is a function from the set of first-order variables of £NF, into the nat-
ural numbers, and φ is a first-order formula, φσ is the expression resulting from
the substitution of xσM for x in φ, for each variable x. σ is a stratification as-
signment for the first-order formula φ iff φσ is a formula of £ττ. φ is stratifi-
able iff there is a stratification assignment for (some alphabetic variant of) φ.
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An axiom of comprehension in £NF is a stratifiable formula of the form

3yvx(xey++φ),

where y is not free in φ.
We write x ~ y for Vz(z E J C ^ Z G J ^ ) , and Ext(x) for Vy (x — y -• x = 7).

x-y and£to(x) can be read as 'xis extensionally equivalent toy9 and '#is ex-
tensionaΓ, respectively.

The axiom of extensionality in £NF is the sentence:

vxExt(x).

The axiom of extensionality for nonempty sets in JC^F is the sentence:

Vχ(3VVE:X^>Ext(x)).

The nonlogical axioms of SFare the axioms of comprehension. NFU is SF
plus the axiom of extensionality for nonempty sets. TVFis SFplus the axiom of
extensionality.

The logic of 7Tis the usual multisorted logic. The nonlogical axioms of TT
are the formulas φσ, where φ is an axiom of comprehension, or of extensionality
in £Nf , and σ is a stratification assignment for φ.

1 The consistency of SF and NFU Henceforth, a relation will always be
a binary relation, i.e. a set of ordered pairs. A typed structure, cM, is a pair
«M o , Mi, ...>,/?>, where (MO,MX,.. .> is a denumerable sequence of
nonempty sets, and R is a relation.

A valuation υ into a typed structure, cM, is a function from the variables of
£ττ into U/eωM such that υ(xι) E Mif for each /. cM,v)rφ is defined in the
usual way starting from the initial clauses:

c Λ M t = x ' e / + 1 iff υix^Rυiy^1)

cΛMH*'" = y iffv(xi) = υ(yi).

We write cM (= ^ iff cM, f 1= φ for every valuation y, and cM N ΓΓ iff cM 1= ^,
for every axiom φ of ΓΓ.

Clearly, if cM = <M,/?>, is a first-order structure, and σ a stratification as-
signment for the first-order formula φ, then:

«M,M,. . . ) , i?>l=<p σ iff <M,/?>!=?.

Let cM = « M 0 , M i , . . . >,/?>, and cM = « N Q , N X , . . . > , 5>. An isomorphism
between cM and cW is a sequence of functions <π0, TIΊ . . . > such that TΓ, is a bijec-
tive mapping from M, to TV, and such that aRb iff π/(έ?)Sπ/+i (6), for a G M,
and Z? G M / + 1 .

Collapsing lemma 7/, /or every i > 0, cM = « M 0 , M 1 , . . . >,i?> N
Vx'Extix'), then c/Vl /5 isomorphic to a typed structure « M ό , M { , . . . >,£ > such

that Mo = M£ andM'M c (P(M/).

A structure of this kind is called ^-standard. If 4̂ and S are sets, and if
R is a relation, then A is R-coded in 5 iff there is an element a G S such that
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Vx(x E A <-» xRa). For example, v4 is E-coded in S iff A E 5. Of course, it is
possible for a set to be /?-coded in different ways.

Let N be a subset of M o . Then the natural structure over N in cM, Nat^ (TV),
is the ordered pair {{NQ,NX,... ),R), where, N o = N, and, for / > 0, Ni+\ =
{x E Af/+i I (Vy E M,)( j>i?x-> j> E N,)}. cM+ is the typed structure arising from
cM by deleting M o , i.e. cM+ = «MUM2,... >,/?>.

Theorem Let <M\=TT, N a subset of Mo, R-coded in Mx, and <δ o ,δ i , . . . >
an isomorphism from cNi+ to Nat^ (TV). Furthermore, let Eδbe the relation on
Nsuch that aeδb iff a E δό\b),for a, b in N. Then, <Λf,Eδ> is a model ofSF.

Proof: Using the collapsing lemma, we can suppose that cM is E-standard.
Therefore, J\I is also E-standard and if a Q Nk and a E Mk+i, then a E Nk+Ϊ.

We define, by induction, the elements λk(a) of Nk for natural numbers k
and elements a of N: λ°(a) = a, \i+ι(a) = δ / + 1((jcG Λf/+1 |λ'*(α) Ex}).

Thus, for each /:, L^ = {X^(x) \x E Â } is a subset of A^, and the following
hold, for any a,b E TV:

α e λ ^ f t ) i f f 6 e δ α ,
λ^+^flr) E λk+2(b) iff λ*(έi) E λ^+1(Z7),
if \k+ι(a) = λ^+ 1(6), then λ*(α) = λ*(6).

If Λ is a relation, define aRopb as Z?/?α. If φ is a formula of SίNF, φop is the
formula that results from the replacement of the atomic subformulas x E y by
j G x Clearly, φop is stratifiable iff <ρ is.

We see that (λ°,λι,... > is an isomorphism between the typed structures
«N,N,... >,Eδ/7> and ((LO,LU... >,E>. Therefore, if σ is a stratification as-
signment for φop, then <7V,Eδ> N <p iff ((LO,LU. . .>,€>(= ^ 0 / ? σ . Thus, it re-
mains to be shown that « L 0 , . . . ,LX,.. . >,E> 1= <ρo/?σ, for every axiom of
comprehension, φ of SF.

Since cM t= TT, this will follow from the two following facts:

(1) LkGNk+ι, for k>0
(2) If a c L£ + 1 and # E Mk+2, then α is Eo/7-coded in Lk, for A: > 0.

First, we observe that [δk(x) \xGMk+ϊ ΛXEa] = δk+ι(a), for a GMk+2.
(1) is then proved by induction as follows:

L0 = NGNι; Lk+ι = [δk+ι({y E Mk+ι \x E y}) \x E Lk)

= δk+2{{{y E Mk+ι\xey] \x E Lk)) E Λ^+2.

Concerning (2), we note first that if a E Nk+2, then {x E A^|X^+1(x) E
α} = {xEN\λk(x)G {z E Λ41 [yeΛfk+ι\zey]eδϊl2(<*)}] Thus, by induc-
tion, for any ύr E Λ^+2, {̂  G 7V| λ*+1 (x) E ύr) E M . Therefore, λ^(δo({x E JV|
λ^+1 (x) E ύr))) Eo/7-codes a\x\Lk, for any α such that a Q Lk+ι, and a E Af*+2.

Corollary G/ι>βA2 the assumptions of the theorem, let S be δo(δι (Nγ)) and de-
fine the relation E'δ on N as follows: a e'δb iff a E δ b and b EδS. Then <TV,Eδ>
is a model ofNFU.

Proof: Since we will soon interpret NFU in SF, we will not write the proof in
full detail, but give only the hints.
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For each a in N9 there exists a b, namely δo(δόι (a) Π N), such that b GδS
and (Vx E N)(x Gδ b++x Gδ a).

If a GδS, b E δ S, and (Vx G N)(x Gδa ++ x Gδb)9 then a = b.

We conclude this first part by showing how to use the theorem in order to
construct models of SF or NFU. If one has a model cΛΛ of TT and a nonempty
subset N of Mo coded in Mx such that cM+ and Nat^ (N) are elementarily equiv-
alent, then one can use Specker's theorem (see [7]) in order to fulfill the hypoth-
eses of the theorem. The existence of such models of ΓΓis shown, e.g., by an
argument of compactness, or in the following way.

If a is an ordinal > 0, the typed structure ((Vai Va+\9 V<x+2>... >,E> is a
model of 7T. Since the class of ordinals cannot be embedded in the set of com-
plete theories in £ττ, there are ordinals, μ and vy such that v < μ, and such that
the same sentences of £ττ are true in ((VV9 Vv+U >>£> and « F μ + 1 , F μ + 2 , .
..,>,E>.Then, VPQ Vμ. Thus we put cM = «Kμ, Vμ+U... >,E> and N= Vp.

2 Interpreting NFU in SF From now on, we use the first-order language

£>NF>

Definitions Eq(x) = VjVz( y ~ z-+ (y£x++z£ x)),
Set(x) = Vy(yex->Eq(y))f

x ^Eq y = xGyASet(y),
x =Eq y = x - y

φEq results from φ by replacing E, = by GEq, =Eq> and by restricting the
quantifiers to Eq(...). Clearly, φEq is stratifiable if φ is.

Theorem If NFU h φ, then SF h φEq, for every sentence φ.

Proof: First, in order to settle the case of the logical theorems of NFU, we need
3xEq(x) (wh ich is o b v i o u s ) a n d ̂ i ^ ̂ U / - yi^Eq(Xi) ΛEqiy,)) -+(φ[Zi. .

Zn :=X{...Xn]
Eg++φ[Zι...Zn '•= JΊ J « ] ^ )

This is shown by an induction on φ, using the following theorems of SF:

x — x'ΛEq(x) -+ Eq(x'),
x~ xΆSet(x)-+Set(x'),
x~x'ΛX GEgyΛEq(y)-+x' eEgy,

y~y'ΛxeEgy-+χeEqy'

Further, we show that the Eq versions of the comprehension axioms are true:

VZi. .VzJ /A Eq(Zi)-+3y(Eq(y)ΛVx(Eq(x)-+(x(ΞEqy~φE(ί))).

Suppose that tki</<«Eq(zι) is true and lety be such that V x ( x E j ^ ( φ E q A
Eq(x))). Therefore, we have Eq(y), because:

J t E j A X - x ' - * (φEqΛEq(x))

^{φEq[χ:=x']AEq{x')),

-> x' E y.

We also have Set(y), hence \/x(Eq(x) -> (x GEgy++ φEq)).
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Finally, we have:

(ΞvvexΛX- y)Eq -• Set(x) A Set(y)

and

Set(x) A Set(y) A (x - y)Eq -• x ~ y.

Therefore, the Eg version of the axiom of extensionality of NFU is true.

Permutations in NFU We work in NFU. p is a total function1 iff/? is a set
of ordered pairs such that if (x,y) G p and <ΛΓ,y') G p then y = y\ and
vx3^<x,7> G/λ

We write/?(*) =j> for (x,y) G/?, xErg(p) for lyp(y) = x and xGp(y)
for Vz«j>,z> G/?->xGz).

Definition A total function/? is a quαsi-permutαtion1 iff

vχ*y(p(χ) ~p(y) -+p(χ) =p(y)),
vxlyp(y) ~x,
V*3j> /?(/?(y))=p(χ),

vχvy(p(p(χ)) =P(p(y))) ->P(X) =p(y),
lyvx(x<£rg(p)-+p(χ) =y).

If VxExt (x) is true, then any quasi-permutation is simply a permutation in
the ordinary sense. Therefore, we will readily suppose that the axiom of exten-
sionality fails.

If p is a quasi-permutation, we let Cp denote the unique y such that vx(x φ.
rg{p) ->p(x) = y), and cp the unique x e rg(p) such that /?(x) = Cp. Intu-
itively speaking, cp is the concept associated with p.

lip is a quasi-permutation, and if we replace in a formula φ, the atomic sub-
formulas x G y and x = y by x G p(y) and Λ: = j , the result is a formula φp,
which is stratifiable iff φ is.

Theorem //*/? zs α quasi-permutation, then NFU h ψp

9 for every axiom of
comprehension ψ9 and NFU h (Vx( -ιχ ~ cp -• Sc/ix)))^.

Proof: Let^' be such that Vx(jt €Ξ j ' <•* <^p), and let j be such thatp(y) ~ y\
then Vx(x G ^ ^ ^ φp).

Next, we consider the axioms of weak extensionality. Let us assume that
-^p(x) — Cp and ~^p(y) = Cp. Then, x and y belong to rg(p). Therefore, if

p(x') =x and p(y') = y,

P(χ) =p(y) -+P(p{χ')) =P(P(yΊ)

-*Piχ')=P(y')

-*x = y.

So, we have proved that (~*p(x) = Cp A -*p(y) = Cp Ap(x) = p(y)) ->
x = y.

From this we obtain: ~»/?(JC) = Cp -> (/?(x) = /?(j) -> x = jv), and
vx(-i/?(x) - p(cp) -+ Vy(p(x) - p(y) -+x = y))9 which is (vx(-.χ ~ cp-+
Ext{x)))p.
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This theorem can be used to show the consistency of SF with various axioms
of weak extensionality. We will give a few examples. For the sake of readabil-
ity, we select an empty set: we let e be such that VΛTΛ: ̂  e.

Example 1 We define a quasi-permutation p in the following way: p(x) =
[e], if xis empty; p([e\) = e; dsep(x) = x. In this case, Cp = {e), cp = eand
Vx(x Ecp++ x = cp)

p, which is written as (cp = {cp))p. Therefore,

iz(z = iz}ΛVx(-^x~ z^>Ext(x)))

is consistent with SF.

The theories SFφ As a corollary of the theorem we have:

Proposition Let φ be a stratifiable formula with at most the variable z oc-
curring freely. Then, ifVz(z G C ^ φp), the following formula holds in NFU:

vx(-ivz(z Ex++φ)-+ Ext(x))p.

If φ is stratifiable with no other variable than z free, we define SFφ as
SF + the axiom Vx( -ι Vz(z G x +* φ) -+ Fxt(x)). Thus, NFU is NFzΦz.

Clearly, NF h SFφ, for every φ. The method of quasi-permutations enables
one to show the consistency of SFφ, for various φ.

Example 2 Vis the universal set: {x|x = x}. £/is [z\ Vyy ί ZΛZ Φ e). Let
p(χ) = V if xG U, otherwisep(x) = x. In this case Cp = Fand all nonuniver-
sal sets are extensional. Hence SF + VΛ:( -IVV V EX-+ Ext(x)) is consistent.

Example 3 The consistency of SFφ, φ being -ιExt(z).p(x) = {z\Wv£ z],
if Vvv£x;p([z\Wv ί z}) = e; else,/7(x) =x. Then, Cp= {z\Wv £z], and
zeCp<-> vi i ίέz++iy(p(z) =p(y)ΛzΦy)+* -^Ext(z)p.

Example 4 The consistency of SFφ, φ being Ext(z). p(x) = {z| 3^ v G z},
if Vvv £ z;p([z\lvv Ez}) =e; e\se,p(x) =x. Then, Cp = [z\lv v E z) and
Z G C P « 3MGZ++ vy(p(z) =p(y)-+z = y) *+Ext(z)p.

Example 5 The consistency of SFφ, φ being 3vvEz. p(x) = [z\z Φ e),
if x is in U; and otherwise, p(x) = x. We then have: zECp++lvv Gp(z) ++
(lwez)p.

Example 6 If n is a natural number, let n(z) be the formula:

3Λ.. .3Λ,( /A ^.V/ΛVi ji e z ^ W « ; = Λ ) )

The numeral ΛIS ( Z | Λ ( Z ) } . We definep as follows: p(x) = n, if jce U; otherwise,
p(x) = x. Then, (z E «) p ̂ z G / i « z 6 Cp. This shows that 5Fy? is consistent if
φ is the formula z G « .

Theorem 77*ere is a φ such that SFφ = NF.

Proof: We let φ be the stratifiable formula

Vx(-iExt(x) -+z£x),

and we derive VxExt(x) in SFφ.
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The axiom of weak extensionality of SFφ implies

Vx(-ιExt(x) ->Vz(zGx^ Vx(->Ext(x) -+zφ. x))).

From this we have in the first place:

Vx(^Ext(x) -> (zex-> ( π ^ ( χ ) - ^ z ί x ) ) ) , and Vx(-.£x:ί(x)->z<£x).

On the other hand: Vx( -^Ext(x) -> (Vx( -i£;rt(jt) ->zίx)-^zG *)), and
Vx( -^Ext(x) -+zGx). Therefore, VxExt(x).

NOTES

1. There is no problem in dealing with the notions of an ordered pair and a total func-
tion in NFU, since these objects are not empty, at least if the ordered pair (x,y) is
defined as the set {{X),{JC,^)).

2. The requirements that follow will ensure that the range rg(p) of p is the set of
nonempty objects plus a fixed empty object, which can be thought of as the empty
set. This is stated in the first two conditions. The next two conditions say that/? is
a permutation on rg(p). The last condition states that the atoms (i.e., the empty ob-
jects other than the empty set) are all sent to the same set. This definition is quite gen-
eral in the sense that it works not only for NFU, but also for SF with the axiom
3zvx( -i* ~ z -> Ext (x)).
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